DALLAS-Ft. WORTH METRO GOLDEN RETRIEVER CLUB

2021 Annual Awards Banquet

January 20, 2021

Celebrating Our Goldens’ Accomplishments in Trophy Year 2020
One of the Dallas – Ft. Worth Metro Golden Retriever Club’s objectives is “to do all possible to bring the natural abilities and qualities of the Golden Retriever to perfection” and “to do all in its power to protect and advance the interests of the breed by encouraging sportsmanlike competition at dog shows, obedience trials and field trials.”

With this in mind, we proudly present the Dallas – Ft. Worth Metro Golden Retriever Club Annual Awards for

AWARD YEAR

2020

January 20, 2021
DFW MGM RC

Trophies
TOP SHOW GOLDEN - CONFORMATION

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN THAT DEFEATED THE MOST DOGS IN CONFORMATION, I.E., WINNERS DOG, WINNERS BITCH, BEST OF WINNERS, BEST OF BREED, BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX, GROUP PLACEMENTS, AND/OR BESTS IN SHOW COMPETITION DURING THE TROPHY AWARD PERIOD.

CH EMERY MARY JANE’S LAST DANCE
(JOAN DUNBAR & BRIANNA BISCHOFF)

“MARY JANE” wins the Top Show Golden Trophy for 2020.

Past winners are:
1974 Ch. Spannen's Rainmaker - Waggoner
1975 Ch. Spannen's Rainmaker - Waggoner
1976 Ch. Spannen's Rainmaker - Waggoner
1977 Ch. Spannen's Pat Hand - Waggoner
1978 Ch. Jungold's July Mint Julep - Jung
1979 Ch. Plantanoro's Christmas Morn - Meador
1980 Ch. Waverly Kyber King CDX WC - Borsay
1981 Ch. Waverly Kyber King CDX WC - Borsay
1982 Ch. Jungold's Christmas Drummer Boy - Morrill and Jung
1983 Ch. Morningold's April Sunshine - Morrill and Luttrell
1984 Ch. Morningold's April Sunshine - Morrill and Luttrell
1985 Ch. Rockhill's G. Eye Semper Fi - Firestone
1986 Ch. Morningold's April Sunshine SDHF - Morrill and Luttrell
1987 Ch. GoldSun's Hurricane Cajun CD JH WCX - Thornton
1988 Ch. Plantanoro's Heartlight - Firestone and Meador
1989 Ch. Ashwel's Here We Glow Again - Doriot
1990 Ch. Ashwel's Here We Glow Again - Doriot
1991 Ch. Ashwel's Here We Glow Again - Doriot
1992 Ch. Rockhill Robins Upbeat Tempo - Brown
1993 Ch. Rockhill Robins Upbeat Tempo SDHF - Brown
1994 Ch. Highmark's With All My Heart - Word
1995 Ch. Rockhills Special K - Firestone/Lumsden
1996 Ch. Tempo's Man with All the Toys - Meador/Brown
1997 Ch. Sunset Ducat Chippewa Cosmos CD JH WC VC - Williams
1998 Ch. Wynde Hill Simply SMASHING SDHF - Littleton
1999 Ch. Summit Goldenwind High Caliber - Meyer
2000 Ch. Summit Goldenwind High Caliber SDHF - Meyer
2001 Ch. Heatherhill's River Wild SDHF - Tetro
2002 Ch. Happy Hour's Steambeau Willie SDHF - Neason
2003 Ch. Tempo's Rub-A-Dub-Dub - Brown
2004 Ch. Glengowan’s Sugar and Spice - Caldwell
2005 Ch. Tempo's Easy Rider SDHF - Brown
2006 Ch. Tempo's Easy Rider SDHF - Brown/Meddaugh
2007 Ch. Goldstorm’s Spirits Shakin Stird - Farmer/Todd/Mueller/White
2008 Ch. Glengowan’s Great Balls of Fire SHDF - Caldwell/Gear
2009 Ch. Tempo's U've Got What Gets Me BISS SDHF - Meddaugh
2010 GCH CH Tempo's U've Got What Gets Me BISS SDHF - Meddaugh
2011 MBIS BISS GCH CH Glengowan's Great Balls of Fire SHDF - Caldwell
2012 U-CD SHR GCH VanReel's There Goes My Money CD JH WC VC - Robins
2013 U-CD SHR GCH VanReel's There Goes My Money CDX JH WC VCX BISS SDHF - Robins
2014 GCH Brio Skye Good Gracious It's Hot DS - Miller
2015 GCH CH Razzle-Tempo's Diamonds RA Girl's Best Friend - Curran
2016 GCH CH Xcelerate Kaleo Pretty As A Picture - Curran

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
2017  CH Beaurio Topspin Well Hell Yeah! – Wallace & Johnson
2018  GCH CH Skywatcher’s Believe Me When I Tell U – Felix
2019  GCH CH Skywatcher’s Believe Me When I Tell U – Felix

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX SHOW GOLDEN

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN OF OPPOSITE SEX TO THE TOP GOLDEN -
CONFORMATION THAT DEFEATED THE MOST DOGS IN CONFORMATION COMPETITION
DURING THE TROPHY AWARD PERIOD.

RAZZLE-SKYWATCHER’S SEE’N IS BELIEVE’N DN CGC
(KATHY & GEORGE FELIX)

“JOKER” wins the Best Opposite Sex Show Golden Trophy for 2020!

Past winners are:

1974  Ch. Christmas Cactus Flower CDX WC - Jung
1975  Ch. Christmas Cactus Flower CDX WC - Jung
1976  Ch. Christmas Cactus Flower CDX WC - Jung
1977  Ch. Railroad Mills Tam’s Finale - Jung
1978  Ch. Golden Pine Just in Time - Phillips
1979  Ch. Krishna Klassic Texas Pride CD - Sour
1980  Ch. Plantanoro's Absinthe CD - Schermerhorn
1981  Ch. Plantanoro's Absinthe CD - Schermerhorn
1982  Jungold - Finca Be Terrible - Buckner and Jung
1983  Plantanoro’s Melange - Meador
1984  Ch. Rockhill's Golden Tea Biscuit - Firestone and Naples
1985  Ch. Jungold - Ravenknoll Nereid - Newitt and Jung
1986  Rockhill's Heidi Golden Legacy CD - Lear
1987  Rockhill's Golden Legacy WC - Firestone
1988  XIV Karat Sunlight Sonata CDX - Hughes
1989  Ch. XIV Karat Sooner Spectacular CD JH WC
1990  Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki WC – Thornton/Ramsey
1990  Rockhills Wish Upon a Star - Firestone/Lumsden
1991  Ch. Rockhill Robins Upbeat Tempo - Brown
1992  Asterling's Most Valuable Player - Lear
1993  Ch. Asterling's Most Valuable Player - Lear
1994  Goldenz-Ducat-Sonoma Upstart - Renz
1995  Ch. Goldenz Ducat Sonoma Upstart - Renz/Dorrance
1996  Tempo’s Joy to the World - Meyer/Brown
1997  Ch. Tempo’s Joy to the World - Meyer/Brown
1999  Ch. Goldwing Touch Gold – Snider/Smith
2000  Ch. Goldwing Touch Gold – Snider/Smith
2001  Ch. Bravo’s Bahama Mama - Word
2002  Ch. Tempo’s Rub-a-Dub Dub – Brown
2003  Ch. Tempo’s Old King Cole – Brown
2005  SHR-Ch. Glengowan Juscz All Spiced Up CDX JH WC NA NAJ VCX - Williams
2006  Regatta's Racing Genoa - Gulledge
2007  Ch. Tempo's U’ve Got What Gets Me – Brown/Meddaugh
2008  Ch. Schoolhouse A, Bee, C's – Caldwell
2009  Wyndehill-Tempo’s Razzlerainddrops –Meddaugh, Littleton, Brown

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
2010  GCH CH Glengowan’s Sugar And Spice - Caldwell
2011  GCH CH Glengowan’s Sugar and Spice – Caldwell
2012  CH Glengowan's C-Quel – Caldwell
2013  GCH Lazy Paw’s Miracle on 34th Street RN CD – Curran/Brown
2015  GCH Camoflage’s Texas Home Brew DM CGC – Combs/Becker
2016  CH Emery Rave Just Add Water – Pettengill
2017  CH Skywatcher’s Believe Me When I Tell U – Felix

**BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX SHOW GOLDEN**

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN OF OPPOSITE SEX TO THE TOP GOLDEN - CONFORMATION THAT DEFEATED THE MOST DOGS IN CONFORMATION COMPETITION DURING THE TROPHY AWARD PERIOD.

Past winners are:

2018  Razzle-Skywatcher’s See’N Is Believe’N CGC – Felix
2019  Razzle-Skywatcher’s See’N Is Believe’N DN CGC – Felix

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
TOP SHOW PUPPY

THIS TROPHY IS AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE PUPPY THAT ACCUMULATED THE MOST PUPPY POINTS IN CONFORMATION COMPETITION BEFORE 1 YEAR OF AGE. ONLY PLACEMENTS ACHIEVED WHEN THE PUPPY IS OWNER-HANDLED BY A MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING OF THE CLUB MAY BE COUNTED. THIS TROPHY BECAME PERPETUAL IN 1980.

AMORE TREASURE OF MY HEART CGC
(MICHAEL BALL)

“Ruby” wins the Top Show Puppy Trophy for 2020!

Past winners are:

1974  Spannen's Maverick - Waggoner
1975  Jungold's Highfalutin' Hannah - Meador
1976  Jungold's Fleetwood Fantasia CD WC - Culbertson
1977  Spannen's Kimberlin - Waggoner
1978  Ginge-Jungold Apple-tizer - Gotcher
1979  Jungold-Klassic U.R.O.K. - Jung
1980  Mystery's Jade East - Allen
1981  Gold-Sun's Bold Venture - Allen
1982  Jungold's Dorado Puesta Del Sol - Jung
1983  Wyndspelle Princess Desiree - Bates and Totten
1984  Jungold-Ravengold Reina D'Oro - Waldrip and Jung
1985  Gold-Sun's Happy Daze - Allen
1986  Mardovar's Fly'n Orion - Owen and Borsay
1987  Rockhill's Cookies and Cream - Firestone and Lumsden
1988  Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki - Thornton/Ramsey
1989  Rockhill's Firing Line - Firestone
1990  Rockhill Robins Upbeat Tempo - Brown
1991  Rockhill's Tempo T. Trueheart - Brown/Firestone/Lumsden
1992  Rockhills Total E Bananas - Meador/Firestone/Lumsden
1993  Rockhills Serenade O'Connor - Meador/Firestone
1994  Tempo's Rock 'N Roll Fantasy - Brown
1995  Tempo's Joy to the World - Meyer/Brown
1996  Tempo's Rockhill-a-Hula Baby Firestone/Lumsden/Brown
1997  Karagold's Denim 'n Diamonds - Bode/Johnson

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
1998  Sunny Pointe's King of Camelot – King  
1999  Sunny Pointe’s The King and I – King  
2000  Golden Wind’s Take’Em By Storm – Snider/Smith  
2001  Tempo’s Rub-a-Dub Dub - Brown  
2002  Goldstorm Along the Border – Neason  
2003  Tempo’s Easy Rider - Brown  
2004  SHR Camoflage’s Winpossible Dream – Becker Combs Hempel  
2005  Tempo’s Texas State of Mind – Brown/Wadsworth  
2006  Camlin’s RU For Real – Crowley  
2008  Wyndehill-Tempo’s Razzleraindrops - Meddaugh/Littleton/Brown  
2010  Asterling’s Spring Thaw - Pettengill  
2011  Razzle's Payday – Meddaugh/Brown  

**TOP SHOW PUPPY**

This trophy is awarded annually to the puppy that accumulated the most puppy points in conformation competition before 1 year of age. Only placements achieved when the puppy is owner-handled by a member in good standing of the club may be counted. This trophy became perpetual in 1980.

2012  Tempo-Razzle's Sparks Fly at Skywatcher – Felix/Brown  
2013  Razzle-Tempo's Diamonds RA Girls Best Friend – Curran/Meddaugh  
2015  Dogwood Camoflage Lemonberry DN – Combs/Kato/Heinemann  
2016  Skywatchers Believe Me When I Tell U – Felix  
2017  Skye's Come Dance With Me – Miller  
2018  Camoflage’s Fastest Girl In Town – Combs  
2019  U-CH Aubergine's Royal Burgess - Bruce  

*Years Not Listed Had No Applicants For The Referenced Trophy*
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX SHOW PUPPY

First awarded in 1980, this trophy is awarded annually to the puppy of the opposite sex to the Top Show Puppy that accumulated the most puppy points in conformation competition before 1 year of age. Points are counted in the same manner as Top Show Puppy.

Past winners are:
1980  Jungold's Casanova - Jung
1981  Gold-Suns's Chloe of Jungold - Jung
1982  Gold-Sun's Engaging Endeavor - Meador/Allen
1983  Morningold's Riverboat Gambler - Waldrip
1984  Jungold's D'oro - Jung
1985  Gold-Sun's Jackson Browne - Allen
1986  Gold-Suns's Legacy - Allen
1987  Ginge Xprt Sailor of the Sea - Ponder
1988  Mardovar Lion Heart of Carasel - Heinz
1989  Gold-Sun's Touch of Class - Allen
1990  Asterling's Most Valuable Player - Lear
1991  Rockhills Heart-Stopper - Firestone/Lumsden
1992  Rockhills Golden Graham - Firestone/Lumsden
1993  Gold-Sun's Call of the Wild - Allen
1994  Tempo's Rock This Town - Brown
1995  Bravo's First Impression - Chapman
1996  Tempo's Viva Las Vegas - Brown
1997  Lyric Advent Taking the Line - Combs
1998  Amigold B-17 Flying Fortress JH WC - Beckmann/Thornton
1999  Sunny Pointe Catch A Star – Snider/Smith
2000  Camoflage’s Bayou Spell - Combs
2003  Amigold Sky Hi It's Only Money - Thornton/Ramsey
2004  Bravo’s Get Back – Word
2005  Tempo’s Texas to a “T” - Brown
2008  Regatta's Magnificent Obsession – Cavness/Gulledge/Crowley
2013  Tempo-Razzle-Wyndehill Solo Home Run – Brown/Meddaugh/Littleton
2015  Lazy Paw’s Devil In Disguise – Curran
2016  Emery Rave Just Add Water – Pettengill
2018  Emery's Learning To Fly – Burke
2019  Not Awarded
2020  Not Awarded

Years Not Listed Had No Applicants For The Referenced Trophy
TOP OBEDIENCE GOLDEN

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN THAT ACHIEVED THE HIGHEST AVERAGE SCORE FROM AT LEAST 8 TRIALS IN OBEDIENCE COMPETITION DURING THE TROPHY AWARD PERIOD.

RUSTY CREEK ORANGE YOU SMART UDX PCD OM2 BN GN RAE
JH OA AXJ OF WC OBHF
(TERRY THORNTON & JIM RICHARDSON)

“Q” is the winner of the Top Obedience Golden Trophy in 2020!

Past winners are:
1974  Brigidoon's Satin Sunset CD - Lawlor
1975  Ch. Spannen's Born Free CD - Blomquist
1976  Jungold's Fleetwood Fantasia CD WC - Culbertson
1977  Sherlock's Yankee Watson CDX - Baumann
1978  Max of Judith Peak CDX TD WC - McDowell
1979  Jungold's Lucky Lindy of Sue-Ner UD - Fye
1980  Not Awarded - None Eligible
1981  OTCH Sandyacres XIV Karat Gold - Samel
1982  OTCH Sandyacres XIV Karat Gold - Samel
1983  OTCH Sandyacres XIV Karat Gold - Samel
1984  OTCH Sandyacres XIV Karat Gold - Samel
1985  OTCH Sandyacres XIV Karat Gold - Samel
1986  OTCH Sandyacres XIV Karat Gold - Samel
1987  OTCH Sandyacres XIV Karat Gold - Samel
1988  OTCH Golden Loloma WC - Couch
1989  OTCH Golden Loloma JH WC - Couch
1990  Wildtrout's Princess Abby CD - Jung
1991  Wynwood Spektacular Hit Man UD JH WC - Speckels
1992  Wildtrout's All Time High CDX - Jung
1993  Alexandria de Reyna Peak UD JH WC - Reyes
1994  OTCH Wynwood's Spektacular Hit Man UDX JH WC - Speckels
1995  OTCH Wildtrout's All Time High UDX - Jung
1997  OTCH Wildtrout's Beam Me Up UDX - Jung
2002  OTCH Benden’s Talk of Texas UDX JH WC OBHF – Walker
2004  Touchgold Awesome Nugget UD – Annis
2006  Sunsplash Ute Startyourengin CD OA NAJ NAP RE – Sherman
2007  Sunsplash Ute Startyourengin UD RE AX AXJ NAP - Sherman
2008  Sunsplash Ute Startyourengin UD RE AX AXJ NAP - Sherman
2011  HRCH U-UD Harry Houdini UD RE SH WCX – Robins
2012  HRCH U-UD Harry Houdini UD RE SH WCX – Robins
2013  Gallogold's Fruit Juicy Red UD GN GO RE JH MX MXJ OF WC – Thornton/Richardson
2014  Gallogold's Fruit Juicy Red UDX2, OM3, MX, MXJ, OF, RE, JH, WC-Thornton/Richardson
2015  OTCH Gallogold’s Fruit Juicy Red UDX5 OM8 MXB MXJ OF T2B RE JH WC OBHF-Thornton/Richardson
2016  OTCH Gallogold’s Fruit Juicy Red UDX8 OGM GN GO VER MXB MXJ OF T2B RE JH WC Thornton/Richardson
2017  Amigold Flying Dog Golden Ale UDX OM1 RAE, SH, WCX

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
2018  OTCH Amigold Flying Dog Golden Ale UDX4 OM6 SH RAE NAP OJP NFP WCX CCA VCX Thornton/Richardson

**TOP OBEDIENCE GOLDEN**

Awarded annually to the Golden that achieved the highest average score from at least 8 trials in obedience competition during the trophy award period.

2019  OTCH3 AMIGOLD FLYING DOG GOLDEN ALE UDX6 OM9 SH RAE AXP AJP OFP WCX CCA VCX OBHF

Years not listed had no applicants for the referenced trophy.
**TOP FIELD GOLDEN**

Awarded annually to the Golden that accumulated the most points in field competition during the Trophy Award Period.

**GOLDENLOCH SPIRITS STRAIGHT UP, VERY DIRTY CD PCD BN RI JH BCAT DS WC**

(SHERRI FARMER & DONNA TODD)

Goose is the winner of the Top Field Golden in 2020

Past winners are:

1977  Jungold's Fleetwood Fantasia CD WC** - Culbertson
1978  Sandy's Sungold Ted** - Maxson
1979  Sandy's Sungold Ted** - Maxson
1981  Meg's Cosmic Casey CD WCX** - Woody
1982  Meg's Cosmic Casey CD WCX** - Woody
1983  Meg's Cosmic Casey CD WCX** - Woody
1985  Orion's Elfin Zephyr WCX - Owen
1986  Tigathoe's Jason WCX - Gantt
1987  Sundancing Kodiak JH WC - Quigley
1988  HR Sundancing Kodiak JH WC - Quigley
1989  HR Shadow of Golden Lace UD SH WCX - Combs
1990  Beau's Golden Sundancer SH WC - Sims
1992  Deblens Montana Dreamin UD SH WCX - Frick
1993  HR Amigold's Singin' in the Rain WCX – Thornton/Ramsey
1994  HR Amigold's Singin' in the Rain CD SH WCX – Thornton/Ramsey
1995  HR High Times With Sooner Magic SH WC - Melrose
1996  HRCH Camoflage's Legacy of Shadow UD MH WCX - Combs
       HRCH Amigold Singin' in the Rain CDX SH WCX VC** – Thornton/Ramsey
       Redline's Rocky Red Devil MH WCX - Curry
1997  HRCH High Times Texas Ranger SH WCX - Nagy
1998  HRCH High Times Texas Ranger MH WCX – Nagy
1999  Amigold on a Wing N A Prayer WCX*** - Thornton/Ramsey
2000  Amigold on a Wing N A Prayer CD SH WCX*** - Thornton/Ramsey
2001  Amigold on a Wing N A Prayer CD SH WCX VCX*** - Thornton/Ramsey
2002  Amigold on a Wing N A Prayer CD SH WCX VCX** - Thornton/Ramsey
2003  HR Vanreel's Dreamin of a Threepeat JH WC - Robins
2004  CH Amigold on a Wing N A Prayer CD MH WCX VCX DDHF ***-Thornton/Ramsey
2006  Amigold Frequent Flier WCX** - Thornton
2007  LaCross & Gingrocks Predesty ** - Curry
2008  HRCH U-CD CH VanReel's Dreaming of a Threepeat CD RN MH WCX VCX DDHF - Robins
2009  Gingrocks & Rugby’s Try** - Curry
2010  Gingrocks & Destys Ezekiel WCX - Curry
2011  Gingrocks Kokopelli of RCK *** WCX – Curry
2012  Amigold Nehi to a Grasshopper RN MH WCX VC CCA – Thornton/Richardson
2013  Rio Spirits Lonestar Firewater MH RN WCX VC CGC CCA – Farmer/Todd
2014  Amigold Flying Dog Golden Ale SH CCA WCX – Thornton/Richardson
2015  Gingrocks Original Iron Lady SH WCX ** - Curry
2016  Gingrocks Original Iron Lady SH WCX ** - Curry

**YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY**
2017  Gingrocks Sir Bonavax SH WCX ** - Curry  
2017  Gingrocks Run Forest Run SH WCX ** - Curry  
2018  Max Q Jake & Gingrocks Amor Vincent MH WCX – Curry  
2019  Becksgold & Gingrocks Dezi Arnez MH ** WCX - Curry

TOP AGILITY GOLDEN RETRIEVER

FIRST AWARDED IN 2007, THIS PERPETUAL TROPHY SHALL BE AWARDED TO THE MEMBER-OWNER-HANDLER WHOSE GOLDEN RETRIEVER ACHIEVES THE HIGHEST TOTAL POINTS BASED ON THE AKC TOP MACH DOG FORMULA AT AKC MEMBER OR LICENSED AGILITY TRIALS DURING THE YEAR FOR WHICH THE TROPHY IS AWARDED.

MACH SPIRITS FLAMING HOT TEQUILA SHOT UD BN GN GO RI JH MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B2 BCAT  
(DONNA TODD & SHERRI FARMER)

Tequila is our Top Agility Golden Retriever in 2020!

Past winners:

2007  Glengowan's Man on a Mission CDX RE MX MXJ NF – Caldwell/Couch  
2008  MACH Amigold Gingrock Texas Topaz CD SH OAP AJP NF NFP AAD WCX ** - Thornton  
2009  UOCH Aero-Jett's Speaker Of Tales UDX RE MXJ MX OF SH WCX – Frick  
2010  MACH Autumn Honey UD RN OAP OJP MXF NFP - Clark  
2011  BecksGolds Nature's Fury CD JH MX MXJ WC CCA – Beckmann  
2012  Becksgold Nature's Fury CD JH MX MXJ MJB MJS OF WC CCA OD – Beckmann  
2013  Becksgold Nature's Fury CD JH MX MXB MXJ MJS OF WC CCA VC OD – Beckmann  
2014  Becksgold Nature's Fury CD JH MX MXB MXJ MJS OF WC CCA VC OD – Beckmann  
2015  Tanbark's What Will Be UDX OM3 BN GN GO RE MX MXJ MXF T2B – Seale  
2016  UCD Rio Spirits Lonestar Firewater AX AXJ XF MH UD RE GO GN BN WCX VCX – Farmer/Todd  
2017  UCD Rio Spirits Lonestar Firewater MH UDX OM@ RE GO GN BN MX MXJ MXF WCX VCX DE CGC CCCA  
2018  Goldenloch’s Rainmaker MX MXJ MXF T2B CAA DCAT RATO DJ CGC – Clark  
2019  Goldenloch’s Rainmaker MX MXB MXJ MJB MXF T2B2 CAA DCAT RATO DJ CGC - Clark

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
DONATED

TROPHIES
**TOP JUNIOR HANDLER**
Donated by Lockette Meador Manley

AWARDED TO THE JUNIOR MEMBER OR CHILD OF A MEMBER WHO ACCUMULATES THE MOST POINTS IN JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP DURING THE TROPHY AWARD PERIOD.

INITIALLY AWARDED AS A CLUB TROPHY, IT BECAME A PERPETUAL TROPHY AND WAS DONATED IN THE 1998 AWARD YEAR.

“NOT AWARDED”

Past winners are:

1974  David Johnson  
1975  Scott Culpepper  
1976  Susan Culpepper  
1977  Lockette Meador  
1978  Lockette Meador  
1979  Lockette Meador  
1980  Lockette Meador  
1981  Lockette Meador  
1982  Lockette Meador  
1993  Finlay Mungall  
1994  Finlay Mungall  
1995  Michelle Woodmansee  
1996  Michelle Woodmansee  
1997  Michelle Woodmansee  
1998  Melissa Meyer  
1999  Melissa Meyer  
2000  Sarah Snider  
2001  Melissa Meyer  
2002  Melissa Meyer  
2003  Mashala Horton  
2004  Mashala Horton  
2005  Mashala Horton  
2006  Mashala Horton  
2007  Mashala Horton  
2008  Mashala Horton  
2012  Haley Curran  
2013  Haley Curran  
2015  Haley Curran

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
THE CH. MORNINGOLD’S APRIL SUNSHINE SDHF SHOW DOG HALL OF FAME MEMORIAL TROPHY

Donated by Allan and Dawn Morrill

FIRST AWARDED IN 1993, THIS TROPHY HONORS THOSE GOLDENS THAT HAVE ENTERED THE GRCA SHOW DOG HALL OF FAME DURING THE TROPHY AWARD YEAR.

“NOT AWARDED”

1993  Ch. Rockhill Robins Upbeat Tempo SDHF – Brown
1998  Ch. Wynde Hill’s Simply Smashing SDHF – Littleton
2000  Ch. Bravo's Old Spice SDHF – Word
Ch. Summit Goldenwind High Caliber SDHF
2001  Ch. Heatherhill's River Wild SDHF – Tetro
2002  Ch. Happy Hour's Steambeau Willie SDHF – Neason
2004  Ch. Potogold Advantage Two Topspin SDHF – Johnson
2005  Ch. Tempo’s Easy Rider SDHF – Brown
2009  GCH CH Tempo’s U’ve Got What Gets Me BISS SDHF – Meddaugh
GCH CH Glengowan’s Great Balls Of Fire BIS SDHF – Caldwell/Gear
2010  BIS CH Tempo’s G’Day Sunshine at Razzle BISS SDHF – Meddaugh
2013  U-CD SHR GCH VANREEL’S THERE GOES MY MONEY CDX JH WC VCX BISS SDHF – Robins
2015  GCH CH Camouflage’s Home Brew DM CGC – Combs/Becker
2016  GCHS CH Brio Skye Good Gracious It’s Hot BN RN JH – Miller
GCH CH XCELERATE KALEO PRETTY AS A PICTURE – Curran

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
TEMPO’S BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR TROPHY

Donated by Barbara and David Brown

This Trophy recognizes the breeder/owner and dog for participation and accomplishments from the Bred-By-Exhibitor class. Points are awarded on the basis of dogs defeated and participation within the trophy award year. This Trophy replaces the Crosswinds Bred-By-Exhibitor Trophy which was first awarded in 1993 and was retired by Barbara Dawson in 2009 in honor of Barbara and David Brown’s numerous Bred-By Awards

RAZZLE - SKYWATCHER’S SEE’N IS BELIEVE’N DN CGC
(KATHY & GEORGE FELIX)

“JOKER” wins the Bred-By Exhibiter Trophy in 2020!

Past winners are:

1993 Rockhills Golden Graham - Firestone/Lumsden
1994 HR Wildtrout's Chasing a Dream JH WC - Robins/Jung
1995 Tempo's Rock This Town - Brown
1996 Amigold Smoky Mtn Legacy CD SH WCX - Thornton/Ramsey
1997 Tempo's Viva Las Vegas - Brown
1998 Wynde Hill Walks Lyka Angel – Littleton
1999 Juscoz CU Later – Williams/Gulledge
2000 Bravo's Bahama Mama - Word
2001 CH Bravo's Bahama Mama - Word
2002 CH Tempo's Rub-a-Dub Dub – Brown
2003 CH Tempo's Easy Rider – Brown
2004 CH Tempo's Easy Rider – Brown
2005 Tempo’s U’ve Got What Gets Me – Brown/Meddaugh
2006 Tempo’s U’ve Got What Gets Me – Brown/Meddaugh
2007 Tempo’s U’ve Got What Gets Me – Brown/Meddaugh
2008 CH Tempo's G'Day Sunshine at Razzle BISS – Meddaugh/ Brown
2011 CH Regatta's Racing Genoa – Gulledge
2013 Lazy Paw's Tempo Tango in Durango – Curran/Brown
2015 Regatta’s Keep It Under Your Hat – Gulledge
2017 Beaurio Topspin Well Hell Yeah! – Wallace & Johnson
2018 Skywatcher’s Believe Me When I Tell U - Felix
2019 Razzle-Skywatcher’s See’N Is Believe’N DN CGC - Felix

Years Not Listed Had No Applicants For The Referenced Trophy
THE DFWMGRC NOVICE OBEEDIENCE CHALLENGE TROPHY

Donated by Debra Allen

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN THAT QUALIFIED FOR ITS CD DEGREE WITH THE HIGHEST AVERAGE SCORE DURING THE TROPHY AWARD YEAR. FIRST AWARDED IN 1978, THIS TROPHY REPLACED THE STOCK’S LADY VICTORIA NOVICE TROPHY.

GOLDENLOCH SPIRITS STRAIGHT UP, VERY DIRTY CD PCD BN RI JH BCAT DS WC
(SHERRI FARMER & DONNA TODD)

“Goose” takes the Novice Obedience Challenge Trophy home in 2020!

Past winners are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Golden</th>
<th>CD/CDX</th>
<th>WC/SH</th>
<th>UD</th>
<th>JH</th>
<th>WC</th>
<th>BCAT</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>WCX</th>
<th>VC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
THE DFWMGRC NOVICE OBEDIENCE
CHALLENGE TROPHY

2014  Rio Spirits Lonestar Firewater MH CD RN BN WCX VE DE CGC CCA – Farmer/Todd
2015  Highroller Snap Decision CDX BN GN RN AX AXJ OF CCA – Seale
2016  U-CD URO2 Belevedere Third Time’s A Charm CD – Ingram
2017  Goldencol N Coralaces Journey CDX RE OA OAJ – Horton
2018  Spirits Flaming Hot Tequila Shot CD RI BN GN NF NAJ BCAT CGCA CCA – Todd/Farmer
2019  Rusty Creek Orange You Smart CD PCD BN GN RAE NA NAJ – Thornton, Richardson, & Scheffer

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
THE CH. CHRISTMAS CACTUS FLOWER CDX WC OPEN MEMORIAL TROPHY

Donated by Dr. Anthony Jung and Sara Lynn Jung

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN THAT QUALIFIED FOR ITS CDX DEGREE WITH THE HIGHEST AVERAGE DURING THE TROPHY AWARD PERIOD.
FIRST AWARDED IN 1978, THIS TROPHY REPLACED THE MARSH OPEN OBEDIENCE TROPHY.

RUSTY CREEK ORANGE YOU SMART UDX PCD OM2 BN GN RAE JH OA AXJ OF WC OBHF
(TERRY THORNTON & JIM RICHARDSON)

Past winners are:
1976  Tobe CDX WC - Culbertson
1977  Dosequises Ladriilo DeOro CDX WC - Ennis
1978  Max of Judith Peak CDX TD WC - McDowell
1979  Ch. Sue-Ner's Lanette of Jungold CDX - Allen
1980  Nichola's Nilla Vanilla CDX - McDowell
1981  Sandyacre's XIV Karat Gold CDX - Samel
1984  Spirit's Beau Ideal CDX - Sims
1985  Gold-Sun's Engaging Endeavor CDX - Samel
1986  Ginge Harlequin Romance CDX - Couch
1987  Shadow of Golden Lace CDX JH WC - Combs
1988  Buckin' the Top Brass Landa CDX JH WC - Turner
1989  Ch. XIV Karat Sunlight Sonata CDX - Hughes
1990  Ch. Gold-Sun's Hurrican Cajun UD SH WCX - Thornton
1991  Wynwood Spektacular Hit Man UD JH WC - Speckels
1992  Wildtrout'a All Time High CDX - Jung
1993  Steeler's Gold Caesar CDX - Hunter
1994  UCD Shadow's Camoflaged Hunter CDX SH WCX - Frick
1995  Texas Gold Camoflage Delta CDX JH WCX - Combs
1996  XIV Karat Star Spangle Baner CDX JH WCX - Chaillot/Hurst
1997  Ginge Oops A Daisy CDX JH WC - Couch/Gotcher
1998  U-CDX Rockcreek's Morgana Le Fey CDX - Frick
1999  U-CDX Cowboy's Lady Keesha O'Dawnhav'n CD - Annis
2000  The Game's Afoot CDX - Sandusky
2001  OTCH Benden's Talk of Texas UDX JH WC OBHF - Walker
2002  SHR CH Sunset Ducat Chippewa Cosmos CDX JH W VC - Williams
2003  U-CDX SHR Triune's Rollin' on the River CDX JH - Ingram
2004  Touchgold Awesome Nugget UD - Annis
2005  Aero-Jett's Speaker of Tales CDX RE SH WCX - Frick
2007  Sunsplash UTE StartYourEngin UD RE AX AXJ NAP - Sherman
2008  HR U-CD Harry Houdini CDX RA JH WCX - Robins
2011  U-CDX RO1 SHR Bridgeton's Steel Man Working CDX RA JH WCX VC CCA - Frick
2012  Camlin Once More With Feeling CDX RE AXP AJP NFP - Felix
2013  Gallogold's Fruit Juicy Red UD GN GO RE JH MX MXJ OF WC - Thornton/Richardson
2014  Amigold Nehi To A Grasshopper CD RA BN GN MH WCX CCA VC - Thornton/Richardson
2015  HighRoller Snap Decision CDX BN GN RN AX AXJ OF CCA - Seale
2016  Amigold Flying Dog Golden Ale CDX GO RE SH DJ WCX - Thornton/Richardson
2017  U-CDX SHR VanReel's Canyon Ask For Anything More CDX WC - Robins, Reel, & Ritchie

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
OTCH SHADOW'S MYSTERY STAR CAMO
UDX UTILITY TROPHY
Donated by Terry and Ronna Combs

First awarded in 1995, this trophy recognizes the member-owned and handled dog that qualified for its UD degree with the highest average of its first three qualifying runs.

Not awarded

Past winners are:

1995  Wildtrout’s Beam Me Up UD - Jung
1996  HRCH Camouflage’s Legacy of Shadow UD MH WCX - Combs
1997  Breakwater Tidal Wave UD JH - Walker
1998  HRCH Amigold Singin’ in the Rain UD SH WCX VC** - Thornton/Ramsey
1999  Matt’s Marvelous Macie UD NA – Chaillot
2000  Ginge Oops a Daisy UD AX AXJ JH WC – Couch/Gotcher
2001  OTCH Benden’s Talk of Texas UDX JH WC OBHF – Walker
2004  Touchgold Awesome Nugget UD - Annis
2006  U-CD Aero-Jett's Speaker of Tales UD RE SH WCX – Frick
2007  Sunsplash UTE Startyourengin UD RE AX AXJ NAP – Sherman
2010  HR U-CDX Harry Houdini UD RE SH WCX – Robins
2014  Gallogold’s Fruit Juicy Red UDX2 OM3 MX MXJ OF RE JH WC – Thorton/Richardson
2015  URO3 UCD UCH Manor's Morning Comes To Early PCDX CDX GN RE NA NAJ OF CCA – Ingram
2016  UOCH RO1 SHR Bridgeton's Steel Man Working UD RE OA OAJ NF DM SH WCX VCX – Frick
2017  Amigold Flying Dog Golden Ale UDX OM1 RAE SH WCX – Thornton & Richardson
2018  UCH UCDX SHR Amica By Dawn’s Early Light UD BNE GN GO RAE JH DSA WC VC CCA – Ingram/Nieman
2019  U-CDX SHR Belvedere Third Times A Charm UD PCDX BN GN GO RM RAE BCAT DJ DN
SHARER FIELD PUPPY TROPHY
Donated by Jack and Polly Sharer

FIRST AWARDED IN 1981 (f/k/a THE JIM MEADOR MEMORIAL FIELD PUPPY TROPHY),
THIS TROPHY IS AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE PUPPY THAT ACCUMULATED THE
MOST POINTS IN FIELD COMPETITION BEFORE 1 YEAR OF AGE.

NOT AWARDED

Past winners are:

1981 Orion's Elfin Zephyr - Owen
1982 Morgold's Bold Becky of Mardovar - Borsay
1987 Sunfire's Sparkin' Banzai Baby JH WC - Quigley
1988 Gallo Gold Classic Renegade WC - Vinzant
1989 Ginge Instant Shine - Thompson
1990 Gold-Sun's Wilderness Ranger - Keens
1991 Camoflage's Shadow Junior JH WC** - Combs/Johnson
1992 Goldleaves Eveready Jungold - Combs/Jung/Goldblatt
1993 Texas Gold Camoflage Delta JH – Combs
1994 High Times With Sooner Magic JH WC - Melrose
1995 Woodmansee’s Fancy Lady CD WCX – Woodmansee
1996 Camoflage’s Holiday Lyric - Combs
1997 Lyric Advent Taking the Line - Combs
1998 Amigold B-17 Flying Fortress JH WC - Beckmann/Thornton
       Amigold On A Wing N A Prayer JH WC - Thornton/Ramsey
1999 Camoflage’s Texas Wildflower WC - Combs
2000 Benden’s Talk of Texas JH WCX - Walker
2001 Camoflage's Holiday Allspice WC - Hawthorne/Combs
2002 Camoflage's Bayou Spell - Combs
2003 Aero-Jett's Speaker of Tales JH – Frick
2004 SHR Camoflage's Winpossible Dream – Becker/Combs/Hempel
2007 Bravo's Friendly Persuasion – Woodmansee/Word
2008 Gingrock's Ms Latte WC – Curry
2010 Amigold Nehi To A Grasshopper JH WC – Thornton/ Richardson
2011 Rio Spirits Lonestar Firewater JH WC – Farmer/Todd/Thornton/Loree
2012 Rio's Chasing Tail Golden Ale – Farmer/ Todd/Weich/Barb Loree
2013 Gingrock's Run Forest Run WC WCX – Curry
2015 Gingrock's Original Iron Lady SH WCX ** - Curry
2015 Gingrock's Sir Bonavox SH WCX ** - Curry
2016 Max Q Jake & Gingrock's Amor Vincent – Curry
2019 Gingrock’s & Javas Brew JH - Curry

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
THE HR U-CDX SHADOW OF GOLDEN LACE UD SH WCX MEMORIAL FIELD AND OBEDIENCE TROPHY

Donated by Terry and Ronna Combs

FIRST AWARDED IN 1990, THIS TROPHY IS AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN THAT ACCUMULATED THE MOST POINTS IN FIELD AND OBEDIENCE COMPETITION.

MACH SPIRITS FLAMING HOT TEQUILA SHOT UD BN GN GO RI JH MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B BCAT (DONNA TODD & SHERRI FARMER)

“Kila” earned her UD, and her JH in 2020!

Past winners are:

1990  Ch. Gold-Sun's Hurricane Cajun UD SH WCX - Thornton
1991  Ch. XIV Karat Simon Says Show UDT SH WCX - Chaillot
1992  Deblens Montana Dreamin UD SH WCX - Frick
1993  Camouflage's Legacy of Shadow CDX SH WCX - Combs
      Shadow's Camouflaged Hunter CDX SH WCX - Frick
1994  Camouflage's Legacy of Shadow CDX SH WCX - Combs
1995  HR Camouflage's Legacy of Shadow UD MH WCX - Combs
1996  HRCH Camouflage's Legacy of Shadow UD MH WCX – Combs
1997  Amigold Singin' in the Rain CDX SH WCX VC** - Thornton/Ramsey
1998  U-CH HR U-CDX Texas Gold Camouflage Delta UD SH WCX – Combs
1999  U-CH U-UD HR Texas Gold Camouflage Delta UDX SH WCX – Combs
2000  U-CH U-UD HR Texas Gold Camouflage Delta UDX SH NA NAJ WCX – Combs
2001  OTCH Benden's Talk of Texas UDX JH WC OBHF - Walker
2002  OTCH Benden's Talk of Texas UDX JH WC OBHF – Walker
2003  U-CDX SHR Triune's Rollin' on the River CDX JH - Ingram
2004  HRCH U-CD VanReel's Dreaming of a Threepeat CD SH WC VC – Robins
      Trinity's River of Dreams CDX SH WCX VC - Ingram
2008  U-UD Aero-Jett's Speaker of Tales UDX RE MXJ AX NF SH WCX – Frick
2009  UOCH Aero-Jett's Speaker of Tales UDX RE MXJ MX OF SH WCX – Frick
2010  HR U-CDX Harry Houdini  UD RE SH WCX - Robins
2011  HRCH U-UD Harry Houdini  UD RE SH WCX – Robins
2014  U-CD HR BISS GCH VanReel's There Goes My Money UD JH WCX SDHF-Robins
2015  U-CD HR BISS GCH VanReel's There Goes My Money UD JH WCX VCX SDHF-Robins
2019  U-CDX SHR Belvedere Third Times A Charm UD PCDX BN GN GO RM RAE BCAT DJ DN - Ingram

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
THE CH. GOLD-SUN'S HURRICANE CAJUN UD SH WCX VERSATILITY TROPHY

Donated by Terry Thornton

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE GOLDEN THAT DEMONSTRATES THE MOST VERSATILITY IN CONFORMATION, OBEDIENCE AND FIELD COMPETITION. FIRST SUBMITTED IN 1992, THIS TROPHY REPLACES THE CH. JUNGOLD'S FLEETWOOD FANTASIA CD WC** VERSATILITY TROPHY WHICH WAS RETIRED IN 1991.

“NOT AWARDED”

Past winners are:

1978  Ch. Pekay's Crescendo of Ghinge CD WCX - Gotcher
1980  Ch. Waverly Kyber King CDX WC AD - Borsay
1986  Ch. Gold-Sun's Engaging Endeavor CDX WC - Samel
1987  Ch. Gold-Sun's Hurrican Cajun CD JH WCX - Thornton
1988  XIV Karat Sooner Spectacular CD JH WC - Queener
1989  Ch. Gold-Sun's Hurricane Cajun CDX JH WCX - Thornton
1990  Ch. Gold-Sun's Hurricane Cajun UD SH WCX - Thornton
1991  Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki CD JH WC - Thornton/Ramsey
1994  Ch. Rockhills Lonely Heart Advisor CD TD JH WCX VC - Bishop
1995  Rockhill's Tempo T Trueheart CD JH WCX - Firestone/Lumsden/Bishop/Brown
1996  Ch. & HR Wildtrot's Chasing A Dream CD JH WC VC -Robins/Jung
1997  Ch. & HR Wildtrot’s Chasing A Dream CDX SH WCX VCX -Robins/Jung
1998  Ch. & HR Wildtrot’s Chasing A Dream CDX SH WCX VCX - Robins/Jung
1999  Ch. & HR Vanreel’s Keeper of the Dream CD JH WC VC - Robins
2000  Ch & HR Vanreel's Keeper of the Dream CD JH WC VC - Robins
2001  HR Amigold B-Seventeen Flying Fortress CD JH OA OA AD WCX VCX - Beckmann/Thornton
2002  HR Amigold B-Seventeen Flying Fortress CD JH AX AXJ AD NAC NJC WCX VCX - Beckmann/Thornton
2003  HR Amigold B-Seventeen Flying Fortress CD JH MX MXJ AAD NAC NJC WCX VCX - Beckmann/Thornton
2004  HR Amigold B-Seventeen Flying Fortress CD JH MX MXJ AAD NAC NJC WCX VCX - Beckmann/Thornton
2005  SHR-CH Glengowan Juscoz All Spiced Up CDX JH WC NA NAJ VCX - Williams
2006  Ch VanReel’s Dreaming of a Threepeat CD RN SH WC VCX - Robins
2011  SHR CH Brytlea Ducat Juscoz Triple Scoop RN CD JH WC NA NAP NJP VCX – Williams
2012  U-CD SHR GCH VanReel’s There Goes My Money CD JH WC VC – Robins
2013  U-CD SHR GCH VanReel’s There Goes My Money CDX JH WC VCI BISS SDHF – Robins
2014  U-CD SHR GCH VanReel's There Goes My Money CDX JH WC VCI BISS SDHF – Robins
2015  U-CD SHR GCH VanReel's There Goes My Money UD JH WCX VCI SDHF – Robins

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
2016  CH Asterling’s Spring Thaw BN RN OAP OJP CGC DN WC VC – Pettengill
2018  CH SHR Asterling’s Spring Thaw CD RA OAP OJP BN DN CGC TKN BCAT WC VC - Pettengill

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
DFWMGRC BROOD BITCH TROPHY

Donated by Terry Thornton

First awarded in 1987, this trophy is awarded annually to the female Golden whose produce, one or more, obtain the highest point totals for AKC and GRCA titles received during the Trophy Award Year.

SHR UCD RIO’S CHASING TAIL GOLDEN ALE CDX BN GN GO RE JH MX MXJ XF DM BCAT CGC VC CCA
(DONNA TODD & SHERRI FARMER)

“BARLEY’S” PROGENY EARNED MULTIPLE TITLES IN AGILITY, OBEDIENCE, AND RALLY DURING THE TROPHY YEAR!

Past winners are:

1987 Gold-Sun’s Escapade - Allen
1988 Ch. Gold-Sun’s Engaging Endeavor UD JH - Samel
1989 Ch. Gold-Sun’s Engaging Endeavor UD JH WC - Samel
1990 Ch. Plantanoro’s Heartlight - Firestone/Meador
1991 Ch. Rockhills Cookies ‘N Cream - Firestone/Lumsden
1992 Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki CD JH WC - Thornton/Ramsey
1993 Ch. Rockhills Cookies ‘N Cream - Firestone/Lumsden
1994 Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki CD JH WC OD - Thornton/Ramsey
1995 Jungold’s Magic Wand - Jung
1996 Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki CD JH WC OD - Thornton/Ramsey
1997 Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki CD JH WC OD - Thornton/Ramsey
1998 Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki CD JH WC OD - Thornton/Ramsey
1999 Gallo Gold Cool Cotton Khaki CD JH WC VC OD – Thornton/Ramsey
2000 Ginge Ain’t Whistling Dixie OD - Word
2001 HRCH Amigold Singin’ in the Rain UD SH WCX VCX**-Thornton/Ramsey
2002 HRCH Amigold Singin’ in the Rain UD SH WCX VCX** - Thornton/Ramsey
2003 HRCH Amigold Singin’ in the Rain UD SH WCX VCX** - Thornton/Ramsey
2004 HRCH Amigold Singin’ in the Rain UD SH WCX VCX** - Thornton/Ramsey
2005 Bargello’s Bree Of Glengowan OD - Caldwell
2007 CH Glengowan’s Sugar and Spice – Caldwell
2008 Badgersbrook Texas Hurricane CD RE OA OAJ WC – Horton
2009 Creekside Frm Stardust at Tempo – Brown
2010 Creekside Frm Stardust at Tempo – Brown
2011 Becksgolds Nature’s Fury CD JH MX MXJ WC CCA – Beckmann
2012 Becksgold Nature’s Fury CD JH MX MXJ MXJ MJS OF WC CCA OD – Beckmann
2013 Becksgold Nature’s Fury CD JH MX MXB MXJ MJS OF WC CCA VC OD – Beckmann
2014 Becksgold Nature’s Fury CD JH MX MXB MXJ MXJ MJS OF WC CCA VC OD – Beckmann
2015 Becksgold Nature’s Fury CD JH MX MXB MXJ MJS OF WC CCA VC OD – Beckmann
2017 SHR U-CD Rio’s Chasing Tail Golden Ale CDX BN GN GO RE JH AX MXJ XF – Todd/Farmer
2018 SHR U-CD Rio’s Chasing Tail Golden Ale CDX BN GN GO RE JH MX MXJ XF – Todd/Farmer

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
DFWMGRC STUD DOG TROPHY

Donated by Terry Thornton

First awarded in 1987, this trophy is awarded annually to the male Golden whose get, one or more, obtain the highest point totals for AKC and GRCA titles received during the Trophy Award Year.

UCD RIO SPIRITS LONESTAR FIREWATER MH UDX2 OM2 RE GO GN BN MX MXJB MXF BCAT WCX VCX DE CGC CCA

(SHERRI FARMER & DONNA TODD)

“Z’S PROGENY EARNED TRACKING & MASTER HUNT TITLES DURING THE TROPHY YEAR!

Past winners are:

1987  Wyndspelle’s Dusty Daze CD WC - Littleton
1988  Ch. Ginge Jubilation CD JH WC - Samel/Gotcher
1989  Ch. Ginge Jubilation CD JH WC - Samel/Gotcher
1991  HR U-CDX Shadow of Golden Lace UD SH WCX - Combs
1992  HR U-CDX Shadow of Golden Lace UD SH WCX - Combs
1993  HR U-CDX Shadow of Golden Lace UD SH WCX - Combs
1994  HR U-CDX Shadow of Golden Lace UD SH WCX - Combs
1995  HR U-CDX Shadow of Golden Lace UD SH WCX - Combs
1996  HRCH Camoflage’s Legacy of Shadow UD MH WCX - Combs
1997  HRCH U-CDX Camoflage’s Legacy of Shadow UD MH WCX - Combs
1998  HRCH U-CDX Camoflage’s Legacy of Shadow UD MH WCX - Combs
1999  HR U-CDX Shadow of Golden Lace UD SH WCX – Combs
2000  HRCH U-UD Camoflage’s Legacy of Shadow UD MH NA NAJ WCX - Combs
2001  HRCH U-UD Camoflage’s Legacy of Shadow UD MH NA NAJ WCX - Combs
2002  HRCH U-UD Camoflage’s Legacy of Shadow UD MH NA NAJ WCX – Combs
2003  Ch. Amigold on a Wing N A Prayer CD SH WCX VCX*** - Thornton/Ramsey
2004  Ch. Amigold on a Wing N A Prayer CD SH WCX VCX*** - Thornton/Ramsey
2005  Ch Bravo’s Old Spice SDHF OS - Word
2006  Ch Amigold On A Wing N A Prayer CD MH WCX VCX *** DDHF OS – Thornton/Ramsey
2007  Ch Amigold On A Wing N A Prayer CD MH WCX VCX *** DDHF OS – Thornton/Ramsey
2008  Ch Amigold On A Wing N A Prayer CD MH WCX VCX *** DDHF OS – Thornton/Ramsey
2009  CH Tempo’s Easy Rider SDHF BIS BISS - Brown/Meddaugh
2010  CH Tempo’s Easy Rider SDHF BIS BISS - Brown/Meddaugh
2011  BIS BISS CH Tempo’s Easy Rider SDHF OS BISS - Brown/Meddaugh
2012  BIS BISS CH Tempo’s Easy Rider SDHF OS BISS - Brown/Meddaugh
2015  CH Asterling’s Spring Thaw BN RN NAP NIP DN CGC WC VC – Pettengill
2017  U-CD Rio Spirits Lonestar Firewater MH UDX OM1 RE GO GN BN MX MXJ MXF WCX VCX DE CGC CCA – Farmer/Todd

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
2018  U-CD Rio Spirits Lonestar Firewater MH UDX2 OM2 RE GO GN BN MX MXJB MXF BCAT WCX VCX DE CGC CCA

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
THE CH. JUNGOLD'S FLEETWOOD FANTASIA CD WC** VERSATILITY BREEDER'S TROPHY

Donated by Dr. Anthony Jung and Sara Lynn Jung

AWARDED ANNUALLY TO THE MEMBER WHO IS THE BREEDER OF THE MOST VERSATILE GOLDEN IN CONFORMATION, OBEDIENCE AND FIELD COMPETITION.

“NOT AWARDED”

Past winners are:

1986  Debra Allen
1987  Debra Allen
1988  Sherri Samel
1989  Debra Allen
1990  Debra Allen
1994  Claire Firestone and Janet Lumsden
1995  Claire Firestone and Janet Lumsden
1996  Joan and Anthony Jung
1997  Joan and Anthony Jung
1998  Joan and Anthony Jung
2001  Terry Lynn Thornton and Jim Ramsey
2002  Terry Lynn Thornton and Jim Ramsey
2003  Terry Lynn Thornton and Jim Ramsey
2004  Terry Lynn Thornton and Jim Ramsey
2005  Richard and Betsy Caldwell
2011  Susan and Gary Beckmann
2012  Susan and Gary Beckmann
2013  Susan and Gary Beckmann

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
U-CD Deblens Montana Dreamin UD MH WCX Memorial Trophy

Donated by John and Janet Frick

AWARDED TO THE JUNIOR MEMBER OR CHILD OF A MEMBER WHO PARTICIPATES IN A PERFORMANCE EVENT AND EARNS A QUALIFYING SCORE.

“NOT AWARDED”

2003 Rayshel Horton
2004 Rayshel Horton
2005 Rayshel Horton
2006 Rayshel Horton
2007 Rayshel Horton
2008 Rayshel Horton
2010 Kyle Beckmann
2011 Kyle Beckmann
2012 Haley Curran
2013 Kyle Beckmann
2014 Kyle Beckmann

YEARS NOT LISTED HAD NO APPLICANTS FOR THE REFERENCED TROPHY
MEMBER OF THE YEAR AWARD

First awarded in 1979, this award honors that member who has best displayed outstanding sportsmanship in conformation, obedience, agility, or field trial activities during the previous year. This award is given annually to a person who exhibits exemplary sportsmanship in their chosen venue(s) as well as in club activities.

The winner was selected by the Board of Directors of the Club and will be announced at the banquet.

Past winners are:

1979 Darlene Schermerhorn
1980 Dawn Morrill
1981 Marc Owen
1982 Allan Morrill
1983 Tony Jung
1984 Claire Firestone
1985 Barbara Dawson
1986 Jim Sims
1987 Vicki Bonham
1988 Sandy Heinz
1989 Bob Lear
1990 Terry Thornton
1991 Kate Thompson
1992 Mary Bender
1993 Deborah Toney
1994 Penny Mendias
1995 Cisco Reyes
1996 Kendra Johnson
1997 Debbie Littleton
1998 Janet Frick
1999 Terry Ramsey
2000 Ann Horton
2001 Richard Woodmansee
2002 Melissa Kato
2003 Rita Robins
2004 Barbara Brown
2005 Janet Frick
2006 Richard Gilbert
2007 Sherri Farmer
2008 Janet Frick
2009 Kathy Felix
2010 Donna Todd
2011 Ann Burke
2012 Shari Degan
2013 Sherri Farmer & Donna Todd
2014 Patti Caldwell
2015 Linda Miller
MEMBER OF THE YEAR AWARD

First awarded in 1979, this award honors that member who has best displayed outstanding sportsmanship in conformation, obedience, agility, or field trial activities during the previous year. This award is given annually to a person who exhibits exemplary sportsmanship in their chosen venue(s) as well as in club activities.

The winner was selected by the Board of Directors of the Club and will be announced at the Banquet.

Past winners are:
2018 Linda Miller
2019 Kathy Felix
## NEW TITLES EARNED IN 2020

**Congratulations to all our dedicated owners!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner(s)</th>
<th>Dog Name</th>
<th>New Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ball</td>
<td>Amore Treasure Of My Heart</td>
<td>CGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra K. Clark</td>
<td>MACH Goldenloch's Rainmaker MXB MJB MXF MFB T2B2 CAX DCAT RATN DJ CGC ADHF</td>
<td>MACH, MFB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shari Degan</td>
<td>UGSJCH Spirits Mohrgold Makeita Hurricane B4IGoNSane CD BN RI MX MJBJ MFB BCAT TKN DM</td>
<td>MX, MXB, MJB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Dubois</td>
<td>CH Lazy Paws Love Never Felt So Good RI TKA CGCA</td>
<td>RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kris &amp; Dave Evans</td>
<td>Rycroft's Hats Off To Oh-Io AXP OJP, OFP CAA DS TKA CGCA FDC</td>
<td>ATT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherri Farmer &amp; Donna Todd</td>
<td>Goldenloch Spirits Straight Up, Very Dirty CD PCD BN RI JH BCAT DS WC</td>
<td>RI, BN, PCD, JH, DS CD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Horton</td>
<td>Coralace's Five Star Destination BN RA NA NAJ ACT2</td>
<td>NA, NAJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Horton</td>
<td>Goldencol N Coralaces Journey CDX RE MX MXJ</td>
<td>MJB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Ingram</td>
<td>UCDX URO3 SHR UCH Amica By Dawn’s Early Light UD BN GN GO RM2 RAE2 JH DSA BCAT WC VC CCA</td>
<td>RAE3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Ingram</td>
<td>Belvedere Third Time's A Charm UD PCDX BN GN GO RM2 RAE2 JH BCAT DJ WC VC CCA</td>
<td>RM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Ingram</td>
<td>Rusty Creek's Fell From The Sky RI TKN DS CGC</td>
<td>DN, DS, RN, RI, TKN, CGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Frederick &amp; Janie K. Jury</td>
<td>Wingtip Happy As Two Can Be BN RM RAE2 OAP NJP ACT2 BCAT TKN DSA DJ HDS CGCA TKN</td>
<td>RAE, RAE2, RM, NAP, OAP, NJP, HDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Frederick &amp; Janie K. Jury</td>
<td>CH Birnam Wood’s Barb E Dahl BN RI NAP BCAT ACT2 DS DJX CGCA TKN</td>
<td>NAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Thornton, Jim Richardson, &amp; Shelley Sheaffer</td>
<td>Rusty Creek Orange You Smart UDX PCD OM2 BN GN RAE JH OA AXJ OF WC OBHF</td>
<td>JH, UD, UDX, OM1, OM2, OBHF, AXJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Thornton, Jim Richardson, and Barbara Loree</td>
<td>OTCH3 Amigold Flying Dog Golden Ale UDX7 PCD OGM BN GN GO RM RAE SH AXP AJP XFP TKA DJ WCX OBHF VCX CCA</td>
<td>UDX7, RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Todd &amp; Sherri Farmer</td>
<td>MACH Spirits Flaming Hot Tequila Shot UD BN GN GO RI JH MXB MJS OF T2B2 DCAT DN CGCA WC CCA</td>
<td>WC, UD, T2B2, JH, DN, MXB, MJS, DCAT, MACH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TITLE INDEX

ACT1 & 2 – AKC – Agility Course Test(s)
AJP – AKC – Excellent Jumpers Preferred
APG – USDAA – Advanced Performance Gamblers
APR – USDAA – Advanced Performance Relay
AX – AKC – Agility Excellent
AXJ – AKC – Excellent Agility Jumper
AXP – AKC – Excellent Standard Preferred
BCAT – AKC- Fast CAT
BN – AKC- Beginner Novice
CAX – AKC – Coursing Ability Excellent
CD – AKC – Companion Dog
CDX – AKC – Companion Dog Excellent
CGC – AKC – Canine Good Citizen
CGCA – AKC – AKC Community Canine
CH – AKC- Champion
DJ – AKC/NADD– Dock Junior
DJX – AKC/NADD – Dock Junior Excellent
DN – AKC/NADD – Dock Novice
DS – AKC/NADD – Dock Senior
FDC – AKC – Farm Dog Certified
GCH – AKC – Grand Champion
GN – AKC – Graduate Novice
GO – AKC – Graduate Open
JH – AKC – Junior Hunter
HDS – AKC/NADD – Hydro Dash Senior
MACH – Master Agility Champion
MFB – AKC – Master FAST Bronze
MH – AKC – Master Hunter
MJB – AKC – Master Jumpers Bronze
MX – AKC – Master Agility Excellent
MXB – AKC – Master Agility Bronze
MXJ – AKC – Master Excellent Jumpers with Weaves
NA – AKC – Novice Agility